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RRSP FACTS AND DEADLINE FOR
MAKING YOUR 2018 CONTRIBUTION

The RRSP contribution limit for 2018 is 18% of your 2017 income or $26,230, whichever
is less. The contribution limit for 2019 is $26,500. If you are a member of a registered
pension plan, then you need to deduct your pension adjustment (the amount on line 52
of your T4 slip) from the maximum allowable contribution for the year. If you were not
able to make the maximum contribution to your plan in any of the years from 1991 to
2018, you can carry forward those amounts and make up the difference in 2019.
You will need an income of $145,722 in 2017 to be able to contribute the maximum
allowable contribution of $26,230 to your RRSP for the 2018 tax year. If your income is
over $147,222 in 2018, you will be able to take advantage of the maximum RRSP
contribution limit for 2019.
For purposes of RRSP contributions, earned income includes salaries, business income,
employee profit sharing income, disability pensions (issued under the Canada and Quebec
pension plans), taxable alimony or maintenance, and rental income. For 2014 and later
years, earned income also includes income contributed to an amateur athlete trust (for
purposes of determining the RRSP contribution limit of the trust’s beneficiary). Your earned
income is reduced by business losses, rental losses, union dues, employment expenses,
and deductible alimony or maintenance paid. Certain types of income such as retiring
allowances, investment income, capital gains, pension income and business income earned
as a limited partner are not classified as earned income.
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“The deadline for contributing to your RRSP and deducting the amount from your 2017 income is March 1, 2019.”

The deadline for contributing to your RRSP and deducting the
amount from your 2017 income is March 1, 2019.
HIGHER TFSA CONTRIBUTION ROOM FOR 2019
Starting January 1, 2016, the annual TFSA dollar limit decreased from
$10,000 to $5,500 and will be subject to indexation. The TFSA
contribution limit for 2019 has been increased to $6,000 to reflect the
indexation adjustment for personal income tax and benefit amounts.
Tax Free Savings Accounts (TFSAs) were introduced by the federal
government in 2009. Canadian residents who are 18 years of age or
older with a valid Canadian social insurance number can set money
aside tax-free during their lifetime by contributing to a TFSA.
Contributions to a TFSA are not deductible for income tax purposes.
However, any income generated in the account (for example,
investment income and capital gains) is generally tax-free, even
when it is withdrawn.
An individual can only contribute up to their TFSA contribution room.
Unused TFSA contribution room can be carried forward to later
years. The total amount of TFSA withdrawals in a calendar year is
added to the TFSA contribution room for the next calendar year. If
you have never contributed to a TFSA, in 2019 you can contribute a
total of $63,500 to your TFSA account.
If you have investments in non-registered accounts, you can transfer
these investments in-kind to your TFSA, up to your allowable
contribution limit and ensure tax free growth of these investments
going forward. The in-kind contribution is considered a disposition
for tax purposes and will result in a capital gains or losses, so discuss
the tax consequences with your financial advisor before proceeding
with this strategy.
GOOD GOVERNANCE FOR FAMILY AND BUSINESS SUCCESS
By Michael Fassler and Otis Baskin of The Family Business Consulting
Group
At the heart of family business success is a governance process that
evolves and adapts to the changing dynamics of the family, the
ownership group and the management team as these groups
themselves evolve. As a family business moves from the founder
stage where the business is often very “owner centric” to stages
where the family and ownership group are more diverse, establishing
a well- functioning board of directors is one critical step1. Whether it
is creating a board for the first time, or evolving how an existing
board operates, implementing good governance can be integral to
protecting relationships and the viability of the family’s enterprise. In
our experience, board evolution generally proceeds from “paper
boards” that never actually meet to family boards composed of family
owners to boards with both family owners and non-family
independent directors.
We have often observed that although it makes sense to clients that
evolving their governance process can be beneficial, rational
arguments for change often do not provide sufficient motivation to
make needed changes. On the other hand, when emotional pressures
associated with uncertainty about upcoming major transition points
such as business leadership succession, significant changes to

strategy, or evolving from primarily operating owners to primarily
non-operating owners, family business leaders are often ready to
make governance changes. The motivation to change often comes
from recognizing how a well-functioning board of directors can more
appropriately shoulder the responsibility for making such major
decisions.
Evolving Leadership and Ownership
For example, one family business we know with a group of sixteen
family owners spanning three generations has only six owners
engaged in significant management roles. While the six
operating-owners hold a majority of the ownership, the topic of
moving from a “paper board” to a board comprised of family and
independent board members surfaced as succession planning got
underway. Although the owner-operator group acknowledged how
there might be some benefits to the change, their initial reception to
the idea was at best lukewarm.
As succession planning progressed, the family CEO expressed his
desire to step out of the CEO role in three years. The ownership group
began to visualize the true magnitude of and uncertainty associated
with their upcoming decisions when a concrete time frame was
established by the CEO. Adding more emotions to the situation was
the fact that the ownership group composition was going to change
from majority operating-owners to majority non-operating-owners. It
was at this point that the ownership group started to envision how
pressure on family relationships and those working in the business
could be relieved by having a decision-making process which
included more independence and objectivity.
Critical Questions for Continuity
This family of business owners had started with succession planning:
“Who will be the next CEO?” But they soon realized that real success
would be found by answering questions such as “What will be the
process for making a decision about who will be the next CEO?” “We
have never had a non-family CEO, what if there are no family
members qualified to be the next CEO?” “How will decisions be made
in the future when a majority of the ownership is not working in the
business?” “Our non-family executives have had a great deal of
confidence in our current family CEO, how do we best perpetuate that
confidence?” As the ownership group visualized the upside of a board
of directors with independent directors, emotional pressure began to
subside, the motivation for change kicked in and they began the
process of evolving their governance process.
The most important questions family business owners face, as they
seek continuity through generations, are: How will we go on
together? How will we make decisions together? Who will guide us?
The answer is to develop good governance processes. As each
generation succeeds and the ownership group grows the need to
assure all owners that their mutual capital is being deployed in the
best interest of all also grows. Family harmony and business
continuity depend upon trust in the way decisions are made, even if
the outcome can’t please everyone. Trust cannot be assumed, it must
be built into the very structure of the organization through formal
governance. A functioning board of directors and other elements of
good governance practices are necessary:

“The TFSA contribution limit for 2019 has been increased to $6,000.”

• When the person responsible for business operations is not the
sole owner.
• When other members of a family have ownership but no
control over the business operations.
• When ownership is spread across a large group of
shareholders in increasingly smaller amounts /percentages.
• To assure non-employed owners that employed owners are
being compensated fairly.
What Boards Can Provide for Private Companies
Depending upon the legal structure of an organization it may or may
not be required to have a board of directors. While “paper boards”
may fulfill legal requirements, they fall far short of providing the true
advantages a board with independent members should yield:
Honest, objective opinions from business experts with no agenda
beyond providing the best advice possible.
• Self-discipline and accountability to all owners
• Strategic thinking and counsel to management and owners
• Insights into key issues from inside and outside your industry
• Challenging provocative questions to help management
• Creative thinking from outside the immediate experience of
management
• Valuable stakeholder relations (owners, employees, bankers,
etc.)

business and you, collectively, have all the rights of owners. While
most states give certain powers to the directors of a corporation, the
statute generally contains language to the effect of “except those
powers retained by the owners”. Therefore, it is important to give
careful thought to what decision-making powers you want to assign
to the board and to management. Although it is tempting for a sole
proprietor to think they make all decisions, the reality is that as a
business grows beyond the initial start-up stage it is impossible for
any one person to make all decisions. Capable and talented
managers at many levels need to be empowered to make
appropriate decisions to do their job well. That is also true for a
board. If these people who have accepted the duties of a fiduciary
are to provide the advantages we have already discussed, they need
to be able to make decisions accordingly. We urge our clients to
spend time coming to an agreement regarding who (management,
board, or owners) has decision making power in which areas and
who should provide input to decisions. The following worksheet
(Table 1) is often helpful in understanding the types of decisions to
be made and where the authority to make decisions is most
appropriate.

Are Fiduciary Boards Best?
In a word, yes! But it is important to understand that all officers of a
company and board members, family, management, or independent,
have a fiduciary duty to all owners of the business. Fiduciary duty is
the highest standard of care and is designed to protect the rights of
all owners both majority and minority. The primary responsibilities of
someone in a fiduciary position are generally characterized as the
duties of care, loyalty, good faith, confidentiality, prudence, and
disclosure. If this makes you wonder if your position of leadership in
your family business carries fiduciary duty it probably does if any of
these describe your role:
• If you are not the sole proprietor of your business.
• If you are only one of the heirs to shares of your business.
• If you have transferred (sold or gifted) shares to your heirs.
• If you have a minority partner/investor.
• f you have an employee stock ownership plan.
• If you are the trustee for shares held in trust for someone.
When everyone in a position of ownership, management or
governance in a family business understands the fiduciary role of
those making decisions about the business the result should be
greater trust throughout the system. Minority owners become better
owners because they have more knowledge and information.
Beneficiaries of trusts understand where their benefits come from
and what it takes to sustain them long-term. Partners, minority
investors, bankers and creditors all have proper understanding of
how their interests are served.
Will a Board of Directors Take Over Our Company?
The most direct answer is no, you are still the owners of your

Conclusion
Success in both business and family always brings the need for
change. When ownership groups begin to contemplate the need to
plan for important transitions in the ownership and leadership of
their enterprise, they should also give consideration to good
governance practices. Although the concept of a functioning board
of directors may seem like needless bureaucracy to
operating-owners, it is critical to maintaining trust and harmony in
future ownership groups, particularly when many of the owners are
not actively leading their business. But as important as trust and
harmony are in any business, the benefits of a well-structured board
with independent directors goes much farther to provide innovative
thinking and broad-based experience benefitting both the family
and their enterprise.
1

Another critical step is implementing family governance practices.

Michael Fassler and Otis Baskin, Ph.D. are consultants with The
Family Business Consulting Group, Inc., a leading management
consulting firm serving the unique needs of multi-generational family
businesses worldwide. Learn more at www.thefbcg.com.

“When ownership groups begin to contemplate the need to plan for important transitions in the ownership and leadership of their enterprise,
they should also give consideration to good governance practices.”
-Michael Fassler and Otis Baskin, Ph.D.

THE JOY OF AGING FUNDRAISESR CELEBRATED ITS 10TH
ANNIVERSARY WITH A STELLAR EVENT
On Sunday October 14th, 2018, over 300 women gathered at Bellvue
Manor in Vaughan, to enjoy a special morning to celebrate healthy
aging. This year with the help of our sponsors, we raised over
$35,000 for the Mackenzie Health Foundation. This brings the total
raised for the Foundation since 2009 close to $342,000.
The event was organized by senior financial advisors, Tina
Tehranchian and Janine Purves and their team at the Richmond Hill
branch of Assante Capital Management Ltd. with the assistance of a
dedicated team of volunteers and committee members.

Diamond Presenting Sponsors, continued the morning with
their presentation revisiting the 10 years of Joy of Aging and
the fond memories they have and thanked all the volunteers
and sponsors for the support they had received throughout
the years.
Energetic fitness instructor, Susan Salek from ADP Wellness
Centre continued the fun with a pole walking demonstration.
She Demonstrated multiple ways to be active and guests
were quite engaged during the fitness break.
Proceeds from the 10th Annual Joy of Aging event will help
fund the new DASA Program (domestic abuse and sexual
assault care centre) at Mackenzie Vaughan Hospital.
We would like to extend a heartfelt thank you to our
attendees, sponsors & volunteers who contributed to the
success of this event.
You can visit www.thejoyofaging.ca for photos and video of
the 2018 event, full list of sponsors, and updates about the
2019 event.

Back row : The Joy of Aging 2018 models with Daniel Fiorio (far left) and Marlene Gardiner (far right)
Front row from left to right: Tina Tehranchian, Wendy Bannerman and Janine Purves

The Joy of Aging 2018 marked the 10th anniversary of the ongoing
fundraiser! The 2018 event was a special milestone and an
opportunity to revisit and celebrate the great achievements and
memories of the past ten years.
Comedian Martha Chaves, the Event MC added extra fun to the
event and made the audience laugh and enjoy themselves. A veteran
at the Just for Laughs Comedy Festival, her candid style and
infectious stage presence created a joyful atmosphere. She was
welcomed on stage by iPAL, one of our robot friends from VTRAC
Robotics. Ongoing supporter of The Joy of Aging and Keynote
Speaker, Dr. Jennifer Pearlman, a nationally recognized medical
expert, focused on Women’s Health, and shared tips for better
aging. Musicians Nick Cooper and Fearghas Gundy serenaded the
guests with acoustic renditions of classical hits and their own
material during breakfast.
To celebrate the 10th anniversary of the event, a fashion show
showcasing leading women in the community was held! With the
amazing styling by Wendy Bannerman of North 42, make-up by
Marlene Gardiner & her team from Arbonne, and hair by Daniel
Fiorio and his team from Salon Daniel and Spa, the audience and
the models themselves loved the opportunity to see accomplished
ladies shine on the runway!

From left to right: Dr. Jennifer Pearlman, iPAL robot, Tina Tehranchian and Janine Purves
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Financial planners, Tina Tehranchian and Janine Purves, also the

“This year with the help of our sponsors, The Joy of Aging fundraiser raised over $35,000 for the Mackenzie Health
Foundation. This brings the total raised for the Foundation since 2009 close to $342,000.”

